A function is said to be smooth if it is in C , i.e., r times continuously differentiable, for some integer r >_ 1. d(t) is a time-varying signal contained in a compact set D C IRd. It will be appropriate to denote d(t) and its time derivatives (t), )'(t),... by the same symbol d, i.e., d (d, , ',...). Since this aggregated d is still assumed to lie in a compact set, in some cases we shall implicitly introduce the strong requirement that the external disturbance is smooth. 0) denotes the function 6-(x)f(x,V d) IR x D IR and the subscript (0) refers to equation number (0) of the differential equation (0) f (x, d(t) [0, +cx) and there exists to such that x(t) E F for all t in J.. A motivating problem and some results. We are interested in the semiglobal stabilization problem, as it is stated in [3] , for example. In subsequent sections, the following four tools for solving semiglobal stabilization problems will be presented: two "backstepping" tools, a robust observer, and a local nonlinear small gain theorem. The usefulness of these tools will be illustrated by examples throughout the paper. Initially, to give the reader a sense for what can be proved with these tools, we will state some general nonlinear output feedback stabilization results which will be proved in a stronger form and with full details in later sections.
I" denotes the Euclidean norm. I1" lifo denotes ess--sUpto<t<l. I.
A function "y IR>0 --, IR>0 is said to be of class-K if it is continuous, strictly increasing, and satisfies "(0) [3] , for example. In subsequent sections, the following four tools for solving semiglobal stabilization problems will be presented: two "backstepping" tools, a robust observer, and a local nonlinear small gain theorem. The usefulness of these tools will be illustrated by examples throughout the paper. Initially, to give the reader a sense for what can be proved with these tools, we will state some general nonlinear output feedback stabilization results which will be proved in a stronger form and with full details in later sections.
We start by considering the output feedback stabilization problem for nonlinear systems in the general form A(z,u), C(z).
We will make use of the following properties. (6) (z(t)) (y(t), y(ny) (t), U0(t),... Unu (t)), where y(i)(t) denotes the ith time derivative of y at time t. 2 Achieving global stabilization by output feedback can be impossible for very simple systems that are globally stabilizable by state feedback even when each component See Definition 3. Depending on the authors, this type of stabilization is also called "potentially global", "on compacta," or "widely local." of the state is uniformly completely observable. For example, it was shown in [28] that there is no continuous, finite-dimensional dynamic output feedback to globally stabilize the equilibrium point z 0 of the system 1 Z2 (7) y Zl, with n _> 3. This is true even though the system is globally feedback linearizable and the state is related to the output, by zl y, z2 =/). For this reason we restrict our attention to the semiglobal stabilization problem. DEFINITION 3 (semiglobal stabilizability). 3 The equilibrium z 0 of the system (2) is said to be semiglobally stabilizable by dynamic state (respectively, otput) feedback if, for each compact set 1Q, a neighborhood of 0, there exists a locally Lipschitz dynamic state (respectively, output) feedback u ft(z,), O(z,) (respectively, u g(y, ), O(y, )) and a compact set 1 such that the equilibrium (z, ) (0, O) is asymptotically stable, with basin of attraction containing IQ 1.
DEFINITION 1 (stabilizability
It was shown in [40] The technique for proving these theorems is to exhibit a feedback controller based on the given state feedback controller g, implemented dynamically using estimates of sufficient number of derivatives of y provided by an observer and a sufficient number of derivatives of u provided by a suitable dynamic extension. The idea of implementing .fi through dynamic extension comes from the work of Tornamb [43] . That plies the existence of a center-stable manifold which can be described by x H(z, K).
It follows that the motion of the solutions can be decomposed into two stages: convergence to this manifold and sliding along this manifold. This decomposition has been a standard tool used to prove early semiglobal stabilization results (see [36] and [7] We will present two closely related "backstepping" tools, to borrow the terminology of [17] . This will be followed by an observer tool useful for analysis when the parameter K comes from a high gain observer. These tools are based on the following technical lemma, inspired by a similar result in [4] . (8) 
Let be a function of class-K. Under these conditions, there exists a positive real number K, such that, for all K >_ K,,
Proof. 
Then, let us define (27) 
and consider the left-hand side of (9) in Lemma 2.1. We pick an arbitrarily small but strictly positive real number p and define a set S by (28) S {(z,x)" ) + p <_ W(z,x) <_ c + #2 + 1}.
The set S is compact from (24) and Assumption ULP. Also, from (24) 
is satisfied with c(c+ 1) (33)
Also, since is positive, it follows, from (27) and (9) This statement is to be added to the many results known on the stabilization via. a disturbed derivative of the input ([6] , [9] , [12] , [44] 
Froth [22, (43) , u + d (t). 
where #1 c and #. is so that the initial value of satisfies 2 <_ #2, i.e., #2 (1 + K1)2c. We then have that the initial condition satisfies lV2(xl, ) <_ # + #.
Also, we know that, for/(2 large enough (see [41] for an explicit expression), the time derivative of W2 is negative definite on the compact set (50) { (Xl' ')'T W2(Xl' ) //'12 @ I/'22 + Therefore, the solutions, with Izi(0)l
<_ -}, contained in the set
It is important to note that, with our controller (48), we do not have the vanishing regions of attraction phenomenon as described in [21] and [25] . Indeed, in these papers, the same type of high gain controller is proposed but with the implicit constraint that /(2 K1. Here, instead, our iterative design leads to gains such that the ratio K2/K tends to infinity as K1 tends to +co. However, although zl [41] .)
It is possible to handle a block of integrators in one step, instead of iterating the application of Lemma 2.2, when the system has the structure described in the following lemma. LEMMA 2.3 (semiglobal backstepping II). Consider the C nonlinear control sys- [42] to design a semiglobally stabilizing output feedback for the following class of systems:
Xl under a global minimum phase assumption (the point z 0 of the system h(z, 0) is globally asymptotically stable) and a small gain-based assumption which guarantees local convergence. Here, h and fi are C and u in IR. The special form of (61) permits a technique for output feedback stabilization different from the one mentioned at the end of 1 and used in the proof of Theorem 1.2. Here, on the contrary, we design the observer first, then we define the controller in such a way that the stability it provides is robust to the estimation errors. Our algorithm is inspired by the global results in [17] , [26] , [27] , and [29] . We begin by building the dynamic compensator c/l-V(z) In the set A1, observe that the limit (70) holds, z is contained in a compact set (+) independent of L, the function /(lel) is bounded, and (.+_u(e))_ is bounded away 1458 ANDREW TEEL AND LAURENT PRALY (+1) from. zero from (26) . We do not use the upper bound on +l-u()) from (26) [5] .
In all cases, if the original compensator (92) is locally exponentially stabilizing then the conditions of Lemma 4.1 will be satisfied and asymptotic stability is also achieved.
As mentioned earlier, the ideas presented here have been investigated further in [1] and [2] . 
5(z) II/(y, y (1) y(n) %t, it(1) ..., Following [43] , the control u and its n, derivatives can be obtained if we augment the dynamics of the controller. But for y and its n derivatives, we shall need an observer. Our proof is made in three steps. The first two stepsdirty derivatives of y and dynamic extensionconcern the dynamic output feedback design. In the third step, we shall establish practical stability. 6 Note the strong requirement that is independent of d. (1 + A-)(1 + A-1)(2(s, 0))))
(1 + A-I)(1 q---1) (1(8, 0)))) and (7o) (1 + A-1)('y + "y o (1 + A-1)(1 + A) (7))(s), (1 + A-1)(3, + 3'* o (1 + A-1)(1 + A)(7'))(s), () + (s). [7, Lem. 4.13] where, there, "Y2 0. In the global case, this lemma is a generalization of the result that the cascade of an ISS system and a globally asymptotically stable (GAS) system is GAS.
2. This lemma is a form of the small nonlinear gain theorem (see [10] ) which includes explicitly the effects of initial conditions. Its condition (i68) was introduced in [24] . For other purely input-output results see [24] and [32] and the references therein. In [16] , a generalization of this lemma is presented dealing, in particular, with practical stability and the input-output case.
To make this small gain result more efficient we remark that [20, Thm. In this condition, we know that the equilibrium (0, 0) of (179) and (180) We study now whether we have not only practical stability but also asymptotic stability when
VdeD.
For this study and with the notation of Example 2.1, consider the system
with input z and a disturbance d. We consider the analysis on the set and kl is some positive real number independent of .K. Recall also that b <_ Igl IGI.
We show now that the system (190) is locally asymptotically stable when z 0 and that it has the uniform (e, 5) ISS property with respect to z. Indeed we have, for ((z,x),d) B (6) 
has a basin of attraction for local asymptotic stability. Precisely, as shown with full details in 5.2.3, there exists a strictly positive number 00 independent of K, such that the basin of attraction contains the set {(z,): I(z,x)l < To complete our proof of semiglobal stabilizability under the condition in (198), it remains to establish that the solutions of the closed-loop system are captured by A. 
+ a(t)).
Under these conditions, there ezists a dynamic output feedback makin9 the origi of the closed-loop system uniformly asymptotically stable with a basin of attraction such that its projection contains any strict compact subset 4 {z" V(z) c}.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As already mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1.2, there exists a C function V defined and proper on N" and positive definite on N"{0} and a C UCO control law so that Assumption S holds for any strictly positive real number c. Also, this control being locally exponentially stabilizing, it follows from 
With (203) [17] and [26] , [27] where it was required that the system be linear up to output injection. [43] . This result can be seen as an extension of the result given in [40] . We have applied our semiglobal stabilization design to the almost disturbance decoupling problem to eliminate the vanishing regions of the attraction problem discussed in [21] and [25] . [3
